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Ed Phillips' Assembly
Has Something!
Be there next Thursday
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Starting with a dinner Monday evening at 6 o'clock in the S. C. A. rooms,
t le tu ent
inance drive of the Student Christian Association will be
aunc ic . A pep talk will be given by one of the Faculty members to the
mem ers of the committees, and an orientational outline of the program
for managing the drive will be presented by Miss Joyce Dunkerly and
Erwin Farley, chairmen of the drive.*
—
The drive will be carried on in the
EDITOR
form of a contest among the nine
working groups and also among the
individual solicitors. A Little Thea
ter Season ticket will be awarded to
the individual getting the largest
amount of money. Single admission
tickets will be presented to each
member of the group which has
solicited the largest total of money.
June Lane is in charge of the prizes.
PLEDGE ON BILL
All members of the committees will
be given lists of students to see and
to give finance
cards to. Students
who have pledged a certain amount
to the organization at registration
time will not be obliged to sign a
finance card if their pledge has been
put on their bill. Students who have
a bill with the college and who have
not already given may put their
pledge on their bill. It must be un
derstood that no student is under ob
ligation to make a gift. It is purely
optional with the student.
At the dinner a short playlet pre
sented by Bill Russell's group will
illustrate the right and wrong way of
soliciting for the drive. Phil Starr
will lead group singing, and Eliza
beth Lacy will be the accompanist.
Betty Rae Stone and ejan Westrum
have charge of the dinner arrange
ments.
Their serving committee
chairman is Jtinan Bronzich.
GROUPS CONTACTED
Louis Sandine, Bill Russell, Dick
Eaton, Lora Lou Childs, Minnie Saw
yer, Erwin Farley, and Kenny Stowill have spoken to the various living
groups to stimulate their interest.
Next week beginning October 26, stu
dents will be contacted by the com
mittees, and by then they should
know whether they can pledge or
not. The committee chairmen are
Barbara Baer, June Lane, Betty Rae
Stone, Jean Westrum, Helen Hall,
Bill Russell, Sonny Compton, Carl
Rigor, and Monte Ray. Working on
these committees are Jean Morrall,
Buford Bush, Nadine Esplen, Bar
bara Nawman, Lora Lou Childs,
Marguerite Etzel, Jean Morgan, Dick
Eaton, Gene Martin, Mick Parsons,
Bob Bartlett, John McMillan, Bill
Scantlebury, Irvin Grubbs, Mary
Lomprey, Hin-Oi Yong, Beck Par
sons, Bob Kientz, Elizabeth Lacy,
Roberta Ball, and others.
RESULTS POSTED
During, the coming week daily re
sults of soliciations will be posted in
the "Y" rooms. Art Irish, assistant
chairman, will be in charge of tabu
lating results of the contest. Publi
city committees have been announc
ed as follows: S. C. A. explanatory
pamphlets — Gladys Bartholomew,
chairman, Don Rivett, and Carolyn
Webber; posters— Bill Mills, Bill
Brock, Carl Frisen, and Ynez Jack
son; blackboard publicity — Ruth
O'Reilly, chairman, Jeanne Woodruff,
and Junan Bronzich; S. C. A. large
letters for indicating the increasing
amount of money turned in—Dick
Riddell and Winifred Roach.

Philomathean Club
To Hear Miss Ertz
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Susan Ertz, American novelist, will
be the speaker at the "Guest Day"
meeting of the Philomathean club
October 29. The Philomathean club
is a downtown women's organization
which meets at its own clubhouse.
Students may hear Miss Ertz on
"Guest Day" by paying a small fee.
Miss Ertz is the author of six
novels and some collections of short
stories. "Madam Claire", her first
novel, wliich was written in 1922, is
a depiction of an attractive witty
woman who, in her seventies, works
out the problems of her children and
her grand-children.
"Afternoon",
written in 1926 is an interesting ro
mance of two middle-aged people.
"No Hearts To Break", which is
Miss Ertz's latest novel is an appeal
ing romance of Elizabeth Patterson
of Baltimore and Jerome Bonapatte,
the youngest brother of Napoleon.
Her article, "The Pleasures of Man"
which is condensed from Harpers
magazine appears in the November
issue of the Readers' Digest.
Miss Ertz was born in England of
American parents. She spent six
years in the Sierra Nevada moun
tains at which time she spent her
winters in San Francisco. At the
age of eighteen she returned to
England where she did all kinds of
war work until after the Armistice.
Later after a radio broadcast in
America, there was a popular de
mand for her to lecture throughout
the United States. Three of her main
lecture subjects are "Some Utopias",
"Female Adventurers", and "Famous
Americans in Europe". Because of
her experiences both in England and
America she is set apart as a distinc
tive novelist as a result of her two
viewpoints.

Follow the Team to
Nevada Reno-vation!

College of the Pacific, Stockton, California, Friday, October 22, 1937

S.C.A. Finance Drive To
Start Next Monday

"t\,l

Help the Bengals Win!

Glenn Park Wilson was editor of
the 1937 NARANJADO, which re
ceived first class rating from the
National Scholastic Press in the
division of schools having from
1000 to 2500 students. First class
is next to the highest rating ob
tainable in the judging.

King Vs. Ritter
Vs. P. S. A.!
Who Shells Out?
Dollar, dollar, who's got the dol
lar? That's the cute little game that
our sedate comptroller, and our plu
tocratic executive committee are play
ing very earnestly right now. It
seems that since the middle of Au
gust a law has been in effect that
all our barber shops and hair-cutting
establishments must have a state li
cense to operate.
But what has that to do with Mr.
Ritter and the ex committee? Just
this—believe it or not, the Pacific
Student Association owns a barber
shop! Yes, way back in 1926 Clyde
King sold his equipment and fixtures,
excepting only his instruments and
tonics, to the Associated Students of
the College of the Pacific, who, in
turn, have bequeathed his shop to the
P. S. A. Mr. Ritter and the school
own the building.
Now here's the rub (as the Swed
ish masseur said). The Ex Committee
very gladly has told Mr. King to tend
to the matter, and Mr. King has very
humbly but firmly declined to do so,
on the grounds that since he is not
owner of the shop, he has no author
ity to do so. If you doubt his word,
you may write to his wholesalers,
who as a matter of policy are up on
such things, for they have supported
him strongly, and they know the law.
Now, fellow students, are we going
to let big business take from us our
only chance at sartorial splendor in
the person of Clyde King and his
barber shop? Or are we big-hearted
enough to preserve our rights by the
personal loss of one cent? Our plan
is to have 100 men (or women, if
they have the money) contribute one
penny apiece—no stamps or foreign
currency accepted—and thus clear up
a whole bunch of headaches, keep our
barber shop open, and make ourselves
feel noble and magnanimous!

S.C.A. General Meet
Hears Dean Corson
S. C. A. held a general meeting last
Monday evening. Folk songs were
sung after which the president, Irvin
Grubs, called the meeeting to order.
Joyce Dunkerly led the group in devotionals. The guest speaker was
Dean Corson, who gave a short talk
on "The T As a Unit." Dick Eaton
gave the treasurer's report. Erwin
Farley, finance chairman, reported on
the faculty drive that was recently
held, and he gave the plans for the
student drive, which is going to be
held next week.
Public Affairs Forum Chairman,
Martin Pulich, said he planned to
have several new speakers on the
Chinese and Japanese situation. Jane
Jordon, social chairman, said that
many girls were attending the "Social
Slants Success" meetings. As there
was no other business the meeting
was adjourned.

Sophs Pledge 'Excursion'
Whiskerino Is Season
Premiere
Entrants
Thirty-Seven Enter
Beard Contest

Large Cast Produces
New York Hit

No. 6

Studio Show
Finale Is
Tonight
First Performances
Well Received

Pacific Supporters Leave For
Nevada Fracas Tonight
Round Trip Tickets Being Sold By Rally Committee Members;

Featuring a cast of 30 students, the
Affairs Group Plans New Car Arrangements
The final production of the first
Pacific Little Theatre opens its 14th
season of major productions with the Studio Theatre production, "The
+ All students of the Pacific Student Association are urged by the admin
recent New York hit, "Excursion" Tents of the Arabs," a two-act play
istration of the college to make the trip to Reno for the Pacific-University
by Victor Wolfson on October 28. by Lord Dunsay, will be presented
of
Nevada game on the special train which leaves the campus tonight from
Heading the cast will be Bob Ely,
tonight at 8:30. The play has already
the Western Pacific tracks on the campus at 10:45. This announcement
who closed last year's season with
came this week from the Faculty Administration Committee and the Stua splendid characterization of John run two nights, October 20 and 21.
Falstaff in the "Merry Wives of
-The play, under the capable direc
•dent Affairs Committee, who will
Windsor."
work jointly to ensure good conduct
DIRECTOR
tion of Mona Belle Hench, was well
on the train.
Several newcomers make their ap received by the large audiences that
pearance in this presentation. Among
A plan has been worked out by
Some of the He-Men who signed them are, Gene Minson, Berkeley attended the first two' productions.
both groups for the arrangements of
up were Karl Rigor, Art Irish, Lewis High; Max Gobel, Mission High;
"The Tents of the Arabs" is a fine
the cars in the train, and faculty
Morrall, Norman Johnson, Jerome Bob Woolen, Lodi High; Margie example of simplicity on the stage.
chaperones and officers of the school
Cincinato, Bob Bovey, Lewis Morse, Mainard, Sacramento Junior College;
1 he cast as a whole, although ap
will be stationed in each car to see
Phil Starr, Clem Swagerty, Van Clair latton, Stockton High; and
that plans are carried out. The band
pearing
for
the
first
time
in
a
college
Final
plans
are
being
made
for
the
Shaljean, and Hugh McWilliams. In Dan Looney, Chowchilla High. Rep
will
go in the first car; the men's
production,
gave
a
very
good
ac
buying power survey which is being
all tihrty-seven brave sophomores resentation from almost every section
sleeping car will follow; then the
sponsored
by
the
publications
com
signed the roll.
count
of
themselves.
The
cast
read
of California should make this play
coach, dance car, and another coacli
mittee, according to Margaret LeQualifications for candidates left particularly interesting to all mem the beautiful, descriptive lines of the
will precede the women's sleeping car.
fever, who has been put in charge of
the contest open only to registered bers of the student body, for they play in a very interesting and enjoy the survey.
The train is scheduled to leave
and social Sophs. The whisker men will probably recognize lots of local able manner.
from the Western Pacific tracks at
I he main purpose of the survey is
must have been clean shaven when talent from the old home town.
10:45 tonight, arriving in Reno in
Outstanding features of the play to determine the buying power1 of
registering, as certified by the com EXCELLENT CAST
time for breakfast. The homeward
the
students
so
that
it
may
help
ad
mittee member in charge, and any
Old by-standers who will be re are the costumes, the lighting effects,
bound train will leave Reno two
type, blond, brunette, gold or red, membered from past productions are and the beautiful scene where the ac vertising in the publications of the
hours after the game, stop over in
college.
could have enrolled. The fourth rule Bob Eley, Forrest Darby, who serv tion of the play takes place.
Portola for a few hours, and arrive
The
questionnaire
has
been
planned
was "Don't let your women influence ed as stage manager for "Peter
The list of characters in the play in such a way that it will prove very
in Stockton early Sunday morning.
you towards a barber."
Pan'; Kenny Stowell, particularly are King, Bob Broaddus; Eznarza,
Train tickets , went on sale Thurs
extensive. It will cover all phases
remembered for his characterization Claribell Coffman; Bel-Narb, Alex
day, and may be obtained from any
All girls are eligible to be judges,
of
college
life,
the
conditions
under
in "No 'Count Boy"; Bobbin Gay Donsker; Aoob, Max Gobel; Chammember of the rally committee or in
which students live, and how they
as one co-ed is to be chosen from
Peck, that very flossy gal in "The belin, Albert Miller; and Zabra,
the Ad building for $4.05 a round trip
spend their money.
each campus living quarter and one
Night of January 16"; Nelda Ormis- Howard Stine.
ticket. Upper berths are $1.00 and
from the town of Stockton. Judges
The publications committee urges
ton, who returns to the Little Theatre
1 his play is the first of a series of every student to answer the ques
lower berths are $1.25 extra. The
are to be chosen at the Homecoming
after a year's absence; Janet Cole, eleven Studio Theatre productions to
team will come home on the same
tions in the survey to the best of
Dance.
last year's "Peter Pan"; Margaret be presented during the year by
car with the rooters.
their ability, so that the survey may
Judging is to be done at the dance George, the crocodile who had to students of De Marcus Brown's class
prove more beneficial and successful
and on the floor itself, and all en crawl across the stage in Barrie's in direction.
to everyone concerned.
tries must be re-registered and secure Play; Jean Smith, Mamma Darling;
Stage manager for the production
The questionnaires will be given to
a number upon entering the dance.
and Howard Thurston, the Indian is Marion Akers, while Jean West
the students during the assembly
Chief,
also
in
"Peter
Pan."
rum is in charge of the wardrobe.
Prizes are to he awarded to the
period on October 28.
Latta Ross, the bartender in "Out
longest, the thickest, the bushiest, and
De Marcus Brown, director of the
the fuzziest, the latter being the ward Bound," Hubert White and
College of the Pacific Little Thea
booby prize. The contest officially Julian Ellis who gave such excellent
tre, is presenting the 1937 Broad
closes on October 30 after the dance. performances in "Love Is Not Im
way comedy hit "Excursion" for
We wonder how many hearts will be portant" ; Rod Randall, the pirate in
three day run next week, Oct
"Peter Pan" who gained the atten
broken "After the Ball Is Over"?
ober 28, 29, 30. "Excursion" is
tion of Warner Brothers talent
At any rate, if you hear anyone scouts; Faye Lovegren, whose cos
Out of the doldrums! A new deal
the first production in the four
singing "Whiskers In the Dark," the tumes last year gained her a vote of
teenth season of the Little Thea in Assemblies!
Whiskerino theme song, it is one of praise from everyone; and Evelyn
tre.
Two enterprising young Bengalites,
the whiskering thirty-seven showing Barnett, who makes such a perfect
attempting to do their bit to pull Pa
Enth
usiam
Needed
For
Women's
Meet.
off . his . respective wh i skexs...
foil 4©r Bob LIcy's comedy ; Pat Milcific's assemblies out of the lethargy
' berry, Forrest Greenburg, Bud Mey
into which they seem to have falterf
Omega Phi and Rho Lambda Phi emerged victorious over Men's Dorm
ers, and Martin Shearer complete the
in the past two or three years, will
and Sophists respectively in the first round of the intramural debate tour
cast.
present the first of their wares at the
nament. This round, was held last Monday night. Next Monday will see
Homecoming assembly next Thurs
STORY OF PLAY
the undefeated teams paired, with possibly Archania and the Zephyrs as
day, October 28.
"Excursion" is the story of Captain
additional entries.
There have been assemblies and
Obadiah Rich's excursion steamship
The first round judges were Pro
there have been assemblies during the
Happiness, which is about to be taken
fessor Eleanor McCann. Dr. Roy C.
out of service, after thirty years on
First class ranking was awarded past year, but none have lived up to
McCall, and debaters Nichols and the 1936 Naranjado by the National the quality of the rallies -of the old
the trade route from Harlem to
Coney Island, and made over into a
Hancock. This round will not mean Scholastic Press Association, Fred days, principally because of a lack of
Pacific Student Association Exe garbage scow. The compassionate
The purpose of this
elimination
for the defeatted teams, F. Boyes, business manager of the planning.
cutive Committee appointed George captain rebels at the idea and on the
homecoming assembly is to show
year
book,
announced
this
week.
since two defeats are necessary to
Bralye to fill the vacancy in its num final cruise heads his antique tub
Park Wilsoh '37 was editor of the that- a truly first rate program can
ber at the regular meeting Tuesday. straight for the Caribbean and a
end competition for a team.
be given with no additional cost to
book.
At the same time, Vincent Peck was magic island south of Trinidad,
the
Student Association.
NEXT MEETS
The 1936 annual was the first Nar
Pacific Student Association
unanimously elected an ex-officio where his oddly assorted passengers
Presented
as a new deal in Rally
anjado
to
be
judged
in
the
division
of the College of the Pacific
member from the senior class in can begin life anew under luxuriant
Next week's pairings will be post of colleges with from 1,000 to 2,500 Committee assemblies, the new pro
and Stockton Junior College
recognition of his service as chair tropical skies.
ed on the bulletin board and an registration. The competition is much gram will include an orchestra, the
expresses its deepest sympathy
man of last year's Rally Committee.
nounced
through the Bengal Daily. keener in this field, than in the pre school band, two comedians, several
The result is one which New York
to Mr. Norman Wenger upon
Also meeting Tuesday afternoon, critics proclaim to be one of the
his bereavement. His father,
Sponsors of the tournament request vious department where it was judged dance novelties, and an outside speak
the Student Affairs Committee con most human and sympathetic plays
with colleges having under 1,000 en er in addition to a talk by a promi
Mr. Frank D. Wenger of
that all debaters watch these sources.
sidered traffic rules on the campus. ever to appear on the Broadway
nent Pacific football man.
rollment.
Stockton, died recently after a
The women's tournament is sched
The following rules were adopted:
First class is the highest award
scene. Says Robert Benchley, "...
long period of ill health. Mr.
Although not desiring to have
uled to get under way Monday. Un next to "All American."
1.—Street between the Admin The choke-ups which are constantly
Norman Wenger is an instruct
their names made public, "Ed Phil
less the various living groups of the
istration Building and the Conser interferring with your breathing
or in business administration
lips", as the two are known to us,
vatory is not to be used for traf throughout the evening are not so
women show a little more enthusi
and cashier in the office of the
have instigated a self-promoted revo
much for the individual characters
fic or parking.
comptroller. His father, though
lution against the sloppy and slip
asm, the tournament may not mater- N. Y. A. Announces
in the play as for Humanity itself,.."
not connected with the college,
shod manner in which Thursday ral
2.—No parking on the south side
ilize.
lies have been conducted. A full pro
had lived for quite some time
Seats are now being reserved at the
New Scripts
of Science Lane.
in the town of Stockton.
gram has been planned, starting im
SQUAD PRACTICE
Little Theatre office in the Conser
Seven play, marionette and radio mediately at 10:45 a. m. Everyone
3.—Observe all white lines.
vatory building, phone 1497. Season
Preparations for the Bakersfield scripts based on the activities of the is urged to be there on time.
4.—No parking on cross-walks. tickets are still on sale at the new
Tournament Nov. 11, 12, and 13, got National Youth Administration and
low price of $3.00 for five admissions,
written by playwrights in the Play
under way at the squad meeting, held
as many to be used for any play as
Bureau of the WPA Federal Thea
Tuesday at 8. Two intrasquad de tre Project were released during the
you desire. Reserve your seats early
and be sure to see "Excursion."
bates were held, Pulich and Phifer past month to state directors of the
meeting
Sandine and Farley, while N. Y. A., to amateur dramatic
President "Red" Busher of the
San Francisco Alumni Club has an Russell and Kientz met Vanden groups, and to youth organizations
"Challenge To Youth" will be the
throughout the country for produc
nounced that a banquet will be held Akker and Bartholomew.
College Honor Club
Chapel theme next Tuesday, when
tion
on
a
non-royalty
basis.
Total registration in the Stockton
at the First Methodist Church of
The National Youth Administra the services will be under the direc
Junior College shows an increase of Selects New
San Francisco on Tuesday evening, TOURNAMENT
tion was the first federal project to tion of the S. C. A. Chapel Commit
PREPARATIONS
168 students over the number regis
October 26, at 7 a. m.
be selected for "humanizing" through tee. There will be a faculty speaker
tered at this time last year.
Some pre-homecoming ideas will
Members
Dr. Roy C. McCall, director of dramatic treatment by the Play Bu and special music in the shape of a
be discussed, and there will be fif
The statistics to October 7 show
forensics, plans strenuous intrasquad reau. Given access to the govern vocal solo.
Henry Hobson presided yesterday teen hundred feet of motion pictures
that students from tuition-paying
mental files, the WPA playwrights
College Chapel last Tuesday was
at the assembly sponsored by the All- shown, two hundred and fifty feet practice in preparation for the fall
counties last fall numbered 305 while
The extemporaneous discovered a wealth of incident, plot on the theme, "Trees". Under the
College Honor Society. Announce being the new colored film of the tournament.
this year the total is 401, including
and character suitable for the pro direction of Dr. George Colliver, the
ment was made of those newly elect campus which is the first installment speaking topic has been received and
jected scripts.
12 special students. Last year 47 per
program consisted of numerous read
ed to the organization. Those select of the movie for the new Alumni is ready for all interested in this com
cent of the junior college students
The seven scripts, complete with ings, interwoven with special music.
petition. Oratory rules have been
ed were Philip Alosi, Evelyn Barnett, Five Year Program of Advance.
diagrams of simple stage sets and Among those participating were
were from the Stockton High School
President Busher is noted for his released as well.
Roy Cencirulo, Eileen Daniels, Jullighting plans that will be offered Nelda Orminston, Mary Galton, Mar
district, while this year there are
planning of good times; so a large
ianne Ralston and Tom Rippey.
to amateur groups, are: "The Wild garet Hanson, Lorene Fox Shook,
only 40 per cent, even though the
RADIO DEBATE
crowd
is
expected
for
the
event.
Members are chosen from those
cats," a play dealing with the collar Philip Hood, Verna Dunston, Doris
actual number is increased by three.
Another of the radio series of the clubs of large cities; "Lifting the
No special students from this district in the upper one-fifth of the Junior
Hancock, Barbara Bower, Bobbin
Pacific Debate Forum will go on the Bushel";
"Threnody - American"; Gay Peck, and Professor Henry Welwere registered in 1936 while this fall and Senior classes who have a two
air over.KGDM from the Campus "Lost Generation," treating of the
point grade average or better. From Public Forum Group
there are 58.
ton.
Studio. On Tuesday at 1:45 Forest transient problem; "Morning Papers",
those eligible, six are selected .in
Students from the senior college the fall semester and ten are select
Darby, Beck Parsons, and Louis San which is about newsboys; and "We
Hears Japanese
who are taking six or less units in ed in the spring semester.
dine will discuss the question of how Are the Future" and" Not Youth
Japanese consulate-general front many big "name" schools Pacific Anymore," two plays having to do San Jose Editor Lauds
the junior college have increased
The assembly ended with the Alma
San Francisco, K. Shiozaki, will be should play in one year.
from 139 last year to 140 this year.
with farm tenancy and drought in
Mater—"Pacific, Hail."
the speaker at the opening meeting
Pacific Spirit
the mid-west.
of the Public Affairs Forum. Mr.
Never have I seen such wonderful
Shiozaki will present the Japanese
spirit and sportmanship as that ex
Poetry Meeting To
views on the current Sino-Japanese Seventy Alumni Attend
Helen Arbogast Wins hibited by College of Pacific rooters
crisis.
Friday night. Their hopes shattered
This meeting of the Public Affairs Bay Area Meet
Hear Galyardt Poem
by the last quarter rally on the part
Ten-O-Win Pot
Forunt, together with all future ga
A record crowd of seventy people
"Poetry of Emerson", an original therings, will be in the S. C. A. rooms
"Was her face red?" when Helen of the Spartans, they remained en
On Wednesday, October 20, Dr. paper written by Miss Mildred Galy at 3:00 Wednesday afternoon. The attended the banquet given by the
Arbogast was the happy recipient masse in the rooting section while
Knoles made his official visit as dis ardt, will be read at the meeting of second meeting of the Public Affairs East Bay Pacific Alumni Club last
of $32 (thirty-two) dollars last frenzied San Jose fans tugged at the
trict governor to the Merced Rotary the Stockton Poetry Society on Forum will take place a week from Friday evening at the Hotel Coit in
Thursday night at Ten-O-Win. In goal posts and celebrated the victory.
Club.
Thursday, October 28, at Anderson Thursday. The Chinese side of the Oakland. This is the largest district other words she won ten per cent of At attention they stood and sang their
Alma Mater.
Thursday evening he spoke in Hall. Original poems written by question will be presented by a speak alumni meeting that has ever been the jack pot which was $220 dollars
held.
and ten dollars more for hitting
Vallejo to the Vallejo Forum Coun members of the society are being er yet to be announced.
A bit disappointed no doubt were
Following several speeches and the the ten per cent. "And to think,"
Martin Pulich, chairman of the
cil of the Junior High school on the spent in to Dean Fred L. Farley.
some spectators who expected to see
These poems will be looked over by Forum, said, "We hope that as many entertainment of the evening, elec said Jean Morrall, "we nearly didn't
Chinese-Japanese situation.
a free-for-all at each end of the
him, and some of them will be read of the students as can will be pres tion of officers was held. Those come in." Other college people who
stadium. But that stuff was out.
On next Tuesday Dr. Knoles will at the coming meeting. Any one of ent next Thursday. Mr. Shiozaki is elected were president, Minnette were present with half an idea of
Great losers were the Tiger fans, and
Hallmark,
'32;
vice-president,
Esther
an
imporant
person,
and
he
is
doing
the
students
or
faculty
who
are
in
attend the annual meeting of the
cashing in were Ed Koehler, Carl our hats are off to the College of Pa
board of trustees of the College of terested in poetry are invited to us a great favor in coming to speak Busick Billing, '35; secretary-treas Moore, Bob Kientz, Dick Loomis,
cific students, naturally downhearted,
before a student group."
urer, Thomas Cotter, '33.
come.
Pacific.
Tony Ficovich and Phil Starr.
but nevertheless great sports.
"I do hereby promise to grow a
beard for two weeks from this date;
despite pleadings from all my girl
friends . Amen.
Ah-Men!" This
was the oath taken by the whisker
men of 1940, all for a zipper binder
with the winner's initials and "Class
of '40" on it, and a shave from Clyde
King. Registration for "Whiskerino"
was held Monday, October 18, in An
derson Hall.
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The Keyhole

—BASTIAN

APPEARANCES DO DECEIVE

KAMPUS KAPERS
THEY SAY TH^T
attending

Corner Box

KANDID

.
®t
i oroieect of the WEEKLY and the
will start next w«k
cross-section is to
#(
Publica-tions Comniittee.
and the NARANJADO
Z
give advertisers in both the
. h e any appeal to
some idea as to whether or not their products have any Pi
lhe

Phil Martinovich was
, f r t« first time last Tuesday

the students here at Pacific.
^
used
With the knowledge that, tor u*™*,
J
automobiles bought on the campus u
,
dealer
possibility that an adverfsetnen. can be sold h, a nsc
^
tha„

RALPH DePUY, Exchange Editor

CINAMIKE

i, cither

knowledge will greatly widen the scope of the advertising forces

By LEE FITTING

Of college publications.
^
who first
had the idea as the
A suggestion from Louis
Pacific Coast President's
result of his attendance at last years
Conference'the projert has been sitccessfohy —n a,
State College and the questionnaire wh.ch^v.ll beg
formed from the query cir
students in assembly will be largely

31V* J
he can get
-ai mystery
Bob Wilkinson tlnnxs Mr. Sorority
called
ai ^buUte's^^iy fooling himself
r
Urcle,
but be ^ ^ tQ dtscover
Julian Ellis wc
,
success- and
the secret to Ely s
wouldn't all of you imen.
kend in
Roy Cencrulo spent me ^ & ^

SSTSfSS* k»l>

i"

Dining

°£Z

§fioolc
Righteous Wrathings
These . caustic poesies
dedicated lovingly to those
mighty souls of mewing jour
nalistic juxtapositions in ye hay
regions. Entirely unprejudic
ed of course, these lines are as
"The gentle 'hail' from heaven
batting down those splendid
rats who penned such charm
ing references concerning the
noble little "J. C." tiger kit
tens ' May all their little type
writers, even unto the seventh
generation, have broken keys
and mangled ribbons.

SPECIAL ROTICE:
When an if a colossal, stupendous,
<™"'*,,s *"a! "e
gigantic picture comes to our tancity . . . Who . . . will be the one
to say it's terrible?? Who . . . will
Shookspearian B'llah-ad!
1
say you shouldn't see it
There once was a college
will be the kill-joy to tell
named "Cal"
you the story is so there's no sense in Old Baxter Sunday nig ^
CU Whether'1 or 'noi' ii 'is sttccessful here depends largely upon
Their team it was rated like—
Ed "The Barber of Seville
in seeing it Who . . -is the Rat
wa-al
.
that always tells who.the murderer Buzz Fisher belong at Mona s
whether everyone fills out his sheet. A snrvcy with statistics baset
They took on a breather
De Puy is with someone new e\ cry
is??
(if
it
is
a
murder
"fhcke'r
)
I a section of the student bod, might be partially true, but the
But oh ! What a wheezer
Who . . . wait a minute!!! this is lime you Turner round.
That mighty bear turned out
type oT questions asked makes i, imperative that everyone be
Thanks
to
the
Sophs-some
of
beginning to sound like a Who s
to be!
Who." . . . But we all know that it shorn Frosh are catching cold.
y gm g
Lesla
D.
says
she's
defimtc
is,
that
bundle
of
chatter,
the
person
Tt"he desire of the WEEKLY that if some of the student,
college—
There was also
«'« ;
with the S cinch notices, the guy to quit-except for one af
do not get the questionnaire they will show enough interest 0
after
class,
maybe
one
111
the
atter
"Pacific"
who knows nothing and tells a heck
: , ,)aner-s nffice on the third fioor of the Administration
By sportsmen called little "J.
of a lot less . . . the fellow who is noon, and any other time she happens
C'ifics."
always behind in his Chemistry . . . to want one . . . Smart girl.
Building and get a copy to fill out. Don't dismissiff as' s™et
gut—what a surprise
Bea McCarl got half of Ed Den
In other words that cheerful littleof trivial import. It can be used for the next ten years if need
To their prejudiced eyes
informer, Mrs. Fitting's pride and ney's 50 cents—gosh Bea, was it
When Tigers reversed their
£ Z tr. is no occasion for feehng that it
joy . . .
worth it?
predictions!
"The Cinamtke
and that there's plenty of time later to turn in a filled out sheet.
CATTIN'
p s.—There we go bragging
We noted three Epsilon girls with
Do your bit—fill out a questionnaire.
Ode to Grid Greens
again!
Margaret George at the game. Now,
"Four and twenty touchdowns"
BEST PICTURE OF
don't you know that's dirty rusliChortled "Cal'—'Bay' " fans.
?
and they weren't the only
THE WEEK:
Isn't this a tragic day
'Vogues of 1938" a fashion fore ones!
For little "J. C.—wee"!
cast on women's clothes with a slight
Even tho Stanford has the best to
plot . . . The girls will love it .
offer, Owen Wilkinson went slummin
Fore and after the Tigers
while the men will love the girls .
on Sundays? The question has been raised by many students and
Saturday night with • Helen IngraRomped around the Bear!
You really can't help but like
ham.
. ,
furnishes a good topic for editorial discussion. Although hbrar>
"Mercy me!" cried critics sore.
because the clothes are so darned
The Rover Boys started truckin at
mailable on that deadest of all days—Saturday,
"All-Americans! Where, or
good looking on those swell figures
facilities are av
the Frantic, and the management dis
Joan Bennett and Warner Baxter approved . . . wow! what an exit!
where?"
those who are forced by neceessity to work downtown or
head the cast, and carry it through
.• .
wfTTrKT Y is running onmits editorial
pages
inyday
no way
reAlpha Theta, including Milberry,
y
on
ev
C
on the campus are unable to take advantage of the school s library
™ »<•
""
"
°"
like good little troupers, very ex Peck (Bobbin Gay), Baxter and
And little Audrey snickered.
because their work usually centers around that one day.
cellently cast throughout the whole Laughton celebrated royally in a suite
And the "Big Shots" turned
life, as we have it at PacificSaturdays are usually dead so far as study in the library is con
picture . , , But it's a disappoint at the Claremont Hotel.
their heads!
ment hearing "That Old Feeling"
"Oh, isn't this a pretty fix!
cerned. Few students come in to work, and yet it is said that for
Harrie Wooley had a grand week
sung by such a foul singer ... we end with The Delts.
And are our faces red!"
that very same reason—that there would be so few patronizing
felt like sticking a cracker in the
Bev Starr was cutting Mary Day s
the place—the library can not be open on Sundays.
"singer's" mouth . . .The picture is throat . . . but Walt Hansel is a
Think naught of it, sub scribdarned good with a stellar cast
However, there are still the few who would like to use t ie
nice boy, wasn't he?
ers,
Count on seeing it . . . You'll get
Since F. Hallmark got her coat
You knew the dope—you said!
books which are inevitable to the pursuance of course study, an
4
your money's worth . . . "The Color she's been drinking tomato juice
Was the "Butter on" your
who can not use them at other times because of work or other
Rhapsody" stinks this week. Person is her face red!
bread!"
ally we'll take a "Silly Symphony."
Why is that Pacific halfback giv
reasons.
,,
THE RADIO CALENDAR
ing everyone a telephone number
To open the library on Sunday afternoons would not necessarily
Listen for the Three Harmonics that should be sacred to him ? ? ?
interfere with the religious convictions of certain individuals, for
Time flies by, the Reno trip only a
with Glen Cross vocalizing "Have
Some people we know play "nice
few drinks away, California Mem
to spend an afternoon in study is certainly not in opposition to the
You Got Any Castles" on the "Jim boy" to a gal just to get into the
orial Stadium rightfully named
my Presents" program tomorrow stratosphere, socially.
tenets of the church.
"Kingfish" back as head chief in
night from 8:30 to 9:00 . . • Also
That frosh foot-baller, Vic Myers
The financial end of the idea might be one to raise trouble but
Cencirulo's Automat, "Staggs at
featured in the "College Medly' will is giving Lois Klaas quite a run for
Bay," a successful production, cinch
if students were brought in to do the work, as many of them do on
EDITOR OF THE TIGER RAG: •
be Y\ ashington State's "Fight Song.' her money.
cards decorating our walls, Pacific s
weekdays, a seven or eight hour day on Sunday afternoons and
Georgia Tech's, "Rambling Wreck
I sincerely believe that the editorial
Weren't
our
boys
confident
Friday
Band the cream of the crop in spite
from Georgia Tech," and Harvard's, night before the game?
written in behalf of the football
evenings would surely have a neglibible cost
of the lucky strike, Homecoming just
"Harvardanice."
Joe Oleata walks around with a
Taken as a whole, there is small cause for not making the ac around the corner, Paul Whiteman
Those of you who have been fol look that spells: "The Meanest Man team's free dinner table was one of
eleven miles out for $1.10, and so
vantages available to those needing them. Certainly the few who
lowing Rosalind Russell and James In Town" ... are you that way really the most commendable articles ever
By RALPH DE PUY
on through the calendar.
Stewart in that radio drama "First Joe?
written in the PACIFIC WEEKLY.
would use the library, even though they are not numerous, deserve
The question is—"Have you plan
By BOBBIN GAY
Love" better keep your ears open
At the game we saw Mike Hall
It looked extremely rotten for the ned and budgeted your time accord
I have seen this proposition of the
the right to study.
to see how the concluding episode mark and Tom Cotter rooting along 1 free training table worked at another
Bengal line that day,
ingly?"
The S. S. Happiness is going full is, Sunday from 2 -.00 to 2 :30.
with the rest of us . . . Bud Savage.
.
...
The score stood twenty to nothing
Most people find it hard getting up steam ahead and will dock in the
bidding farewell before leaving for I colIeSe and 1 ca" aPPrec.ate the sue
with hut a minute to play.
in the morning while others just limp Pacific Little Theatre on Thursday TIPS FOR YOUR
i
i
I
i
Pensacola . . . Red Singleton, thai cess with which it was met by the
MONDAY:
And so, when George came out of out of bed at the first tinkle of the the 28th of October for a three night BLUE
^ ^ Radio Theatre will give out wild man, had those around him favorable scores at the end of each
Lux
alarm.
A
solution
to
lack
of
sleep
the game, and Swaggerty did the
stay. Be sure to be on deck to give I thg bgst spot on tbe Ra(]10 Calendar feeling high-sterical . . . The Blanch-1 game.
may be this—maybe you are staying * .
. . ' rt welcome. The
I l-IO K
/YV AT- I
.
«
. ,
same,
it a rousing
box
of- £of Monday ^Night
when at stars
Swing is what Pacific's band needs to justify and glorify its new
The football players are trying to
A pallor wreathed the features of up too long in the daytime. It is esti fice opens today at 10 o'clock so get gpencer Tracy
"Arrowsmith,"
mated that the average person spends
uniforms. Certainly it's fine to "Get the Old Cheer s Ringing the patrons of the game.
meet
your ticket now and reserve your £rQm six tQ seyen
Robinson giving Stagg's new men I
the student body half way as
two-thirds of his life living in the
and urge the Hungry Tigers to fight, but during the course of a
we could see at the game last SaturA straggling few- got up to go, leavseats. It's a show you won t want
£f yQU need a real cure for a blue the eye . . . George Cavalli finally
daytime; others are asleep all the
two hour football fracas five or six college songs are hardly enough I jng there the rest, with that hope that time. Why don't we do away with to miss—with a cast of thirty incliid- Monday . . . laugh with Pick and had to put on dark glasses . . . And day. Why can't we do the other half
1 spings eternal within the human
ing seasoned performers such as Bob pa£ in „pipe Smoking Time" . . . of course Gordy Johnson and Tom- j and SUpj,iy ffie food £o t|le team on
sleep? On second thought, I retract
to keep the rooters busy.
>
brea!!t
Eley, Shay Barnett, Hubie White and Thg station RSFO, the Day . . . my George clowning.
»» • 1
*
4-LI«
I
L)LCD.M.
the cuff, for they certainly earn it!
"The best conservatory on the coast is the name given ,he For they thought tliat if only Martin- that statement; for if there was such Nelda Ormiston.
j Monday night. The hour . . . eight- CONVERSATION PIECE
a thing as no-sleep, what would we
Keep up your good work and don't
College of the Pacific. Yet the band can hardly be called the ov;cb couicl get a crack at them,
thirty to nine . . . the laughs . . . ? ? ?
poor students do in classes, what
Surprisingly enuf, Clyde King. .
......
We
have
a
new
addition
to
our
L
ns K ea
go
e way of all the
best band on the coast.
They'd put up even money that would the teachers do at institute,
the campus barber, has announced
The Studio Theatre certainly to , ,
^ ^
Henry
what would Edgar do- Ah! What
his
engagement
to
Miss
Mildred
I
others.
Southern Methodist has proven what a success a swing band C. O. P. would win.
undergone a rejuvenation since last
Douglas Cossitt have
would Edgar do, that is the question.
s
Thomas of San Francisco. They
Norvin Ruess.
come
with
can be on the football field. Yell leaders don't have to urge the
^ IZr "To Bed or Not to Bed", a small year. New curtains fresh paint «
are to be married on the 25th of
tricky lighting and lots of hard work
Unle column called . . .
fans to "talk it up" and "hit it, gang" with popular swing songs was a mountain and the latter was a illustrated and worthwhile booklet
November.
have made this downstairs theatre |
The last PACIFIC WEEKLY
for your approval has just been com
played by their band furnishing the incentive.
peak;
into an interesting place for student
might well have been a copy
pleted by your old improviser. How
Last year a petition for the addition of popular music to the
So on that stricken grass turf
directed shows. If you haven't been,
,
T
of the old GUARD and TACKLl?
can you get this booklet? Simple,
S
to see it, come on down tonight and
™ ^
o"f
tbls
section o£
band's repertoire went the way of all petitions at Pacific. Its death like
of a few years ago.
You re
just
listen—tear
off
the
top
of
For there seemed but little chance
take a look at this intimate theatre I
member way back
when some
failure was probably due to the inability of the present musical of Mike to get in a good last crack. Stockton Street Car, write your name in operation. This is the last night,
, ,
of the high school officials threat
and address plainly on the flap, and
,, ,
_
organization to obtain the pieces.
But Mike let drive a tackle to the then just sit back and wait—they'll for Lord Dunsany's "Tents of the down °n tbc aaUo
ened to discontinue the paper anil
1,IS'
Arabs"
directed
by
Mona
Belle
D
wonderment
of
all,
Perhaps a small swing band as an auxiliary to the present band
By TULLY C. KNOLES
every Junior social organization
bring you the booklet. (Two men
Hench. The seats are lovely and horsey.
And much despised Bottari almost dressed in white.)
,
,
started to disintegrate? When every
would provide the much needed pep to Pacific's music. Let s have
D
costumes that blend in beautifully
Jimmy
orsey is n°\v j ,
tore the cover off of ball,
It was a real pleasure while at Nice Lime wc looked amout us we wonsome action—get out a petition, revolution, or solution to the band
lend to the enjoyment of this poetic die Gongiess asino in
.
to meet a large number of German|dered, "It « true what they say
And when the pile uncovered, and
a s
rst sa* 111 us
au
' * ls , " Rotanans. They were very h.gh class about Dixie and D; k
/
(,
problem here.
heart and soul—but oh my—he was pice. The first performance Monday p' Y ^
they saw what had occurred,
night was well done, and the whole inveterate golfer . . . pajs IF
men and as I had attended Rotary Lnd Jasephine?» yj\L we fina lv
We want swing!
There was Mike and Bottari, lay running for the other goal.
cast deserves mention. They did a eighties . . . sports two new ac
wcre saying#tbe saJ
He trips—he falls, and bang the nice job on the show that is very ards> Lu^ would glad y tra e lem in Germany on a previous visit to found t,
ing prostrate on the ground,
M. T.
y £
Europe I was prepared to be un- things of us and
And twenty yards to go, alas, was gun goes off.
difficult to present. A whole carload both for a meal of spareuhs ( wis I usually friendly. It was my privi- old woman who
„0
; d
Now somewhere men are laughing, of orchids to Mona Belle—she tooki I Lad some spareribs) . . . has a lieiy
all that could be heard.
lege to attend many sub-committee deary m(. thjs .
' «!, de" the first play of the Studio series temper, but never bears a grudge meetings, and in all of them there I
Then from the gladdened multitude and somewhere children shout;
But there is no joy at Pacific—for and certainly did an admirable bit • • • Lis favorite pastime is amusing
went up a joyous yell,
were fine,
upstanding men from I
Now, just when we are once more
It bounded from the stadium top, poor old Mike was at last knocked of work. She has set a high stand-1 audiences at rehearsals and never Germany who seemed to be com-1 'r? lng to reorganize our social lives
out.
ard for the rest of us to live up to. getting anything done . . . Has four pletely given over to the Rotary |"n.a firmcr
and rattled in the dell,
and more wholesome
we advocated last week wasn't as clear as it might have been on
Don't miss "The Tents of the Arabs" teen members in his band . . . This is ideal."
basls' al°nS come those same snails
It struck upon the hillside, and re
their
first
job
east
of
the
west
coast
.-—it is well worth your while and to
some points.
bounded to the turf,
. However, since we returned from] ' botch) to leave their trail of slime
under Jimmy's leadership . . . For
night is the last night.
In stating that the administration had helped players to a cer
Nice, rumors began to float around I "irough every column their pen5
And there was poor old Mike
merly was co-leader of Dorsey Bro
toucbtain degree, the editorial neglected to say that is was in the form I a-given all that he was worth,
thers Orch. which divided with both that the German Nazi government|
was
on
the
point
of
disintegrating
Since Ralph De Puy has left himof tuitional scholarships. The inference at the end of the editorial
There was method in Mike's madOn November 4, the second studio] Jimmy and Tommy starting bands of
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
Rotary in Germany. That has now self wide open he surely won't mind
play
will
open.
"The
Phantom"
ditheir
own
which
resulted
in
success
n
s
w
lcn
ie
s
tepp
d
ce
more
left the idea in many minds that there are no such scholarships| " ' '
' , ^ °" ,
; DURING THE COLLEGE YEAR
rected by Marion Akers—a fast mov- for both . . . The youngest member been done. District Governor Hugo being used as an example He says,
For then it was the time clock read
BY THE PACIFIC STUDENT
given. It was the editorials fault in leaving that impression—it just a half a minute to score.
Grille, of Berlin, has presented his "Detraction, disparagement
depreing, blood curdling murder mystery, of his band is Bobby Byrn fiirst
ASSOCIATION
should have stated that in addition to the suggestions made,
Another group of freshman will trombonist. He is nineteen years resignation to be effective as of Oct- ciation, obliquity, scurrility scanForty thousand eyes were on liirn
make their appearance when this old and very modest . . . constantly °her 15, 1937, as has Otto Kroeger, dal, slander—all go to make up Colas he wiped the sweat from his
tuitional aid should also be kept.
FOR RATES ON ADVERTISING show goes on. Then comes "The worries about hitting the wrong of Magdeburg, member at large of lege life."
(Don't you' have any
brow,
Apologies. But the idea still stands.
WRITE OR SEE MANAGER
the
European
Advisory
Committee
of
positive
reatctions)
"It's sure fun M
Lower
Depths"
that
powerful
drama
notes
.
.
.
Critics
say
he
is
the
best
But all the time the crowd sensed
Rotary International.
g0 to College."
by Maxim Gorki. It's an undertak- trombone man in the country
that he would finally score somehow.
The action of the Rotary Clubs in
AII ^.f ...u: i , .
It really did seem hopeless then, Acceptance for mailing at special ing for anyone, but when well done Personally we are inclined to agree Germany in disbanding is in line with I
US, 4? "f'r
that 0nlv a
is
most
effective.
Ed
Lyon
is
the
with
them
rate
of
postage
provided
for
in
Sec
but Iron Mike, determined, grinned,
y . Very special brand 0
the
considered
judgment
of
the
Gerstudent
director—he'll
have
his
hands
As
long
as
we
are
on
the
subject
For he—and he alone—thought that tion 1103 October 3, 1917, authorized
• g°C.°Ut the camPus excitvig
full what with a cast of sixteen— of the Dorsey orch., it is no more man Rotarians with regard to their
October 24, 1924.
Pacific still might win.
obligations
as
good
citizens
of
their
fc
^ I""4'0":
more about it later.
| than right to speak about the other
to Bob Wentz and his Rally Committee for the slip-up last week.
country.
|lng . e honesty, virtue, or integrity
Just then from the bleachers black
half of the Dorsey family . . . Tomof his friends or fellow studentsIt seems that the WEEKLY was supposed to hold off issuance of with people there arose a sullen roar, Entered as second-class matter Octo
my.
And, to quote John McGraw, "Son
For Mike was at last on his heroic ber 24, 1924, at the Post Office at
the paper until after the rally assembly. In the last minute rush
Why not a Personal Column in
Tommy is the oldest of the two. His closest friend is Hoagy Car- you ain't got nothing the matter wit'1
way to score,
Stockton, California, under the Act
the Weekly? A column, run as He is married and has two children michael . . . writer of "Star Dust", you that a few hours of hard work
of things—it does get rather hot when a weekly tries to come out
Down the field he went, just like a
of March 3, 1879.
classified ads, where lonely-hearted . . . Would rather play trombone
Well that s all for now . . . Next and a cold shower won't cure "
one day early—it just escaped us that we'd promised to hold back maddened deer, and from the Cali
Tigers could contact Tigresses, and than eat . . . He has been in the
week we will tell you a few things
The Keyhole should be signed. We
the paper 'till noon. It's too bad it happened, but it's all over now. fornia rooters there arose an awful
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $1.50
vice-versa? A place to blow off pent-1 orchestra business since '22 . . . His
cheer,
about Gill Evans who plays at the have the right
to know whose eyes
A YEAR.
How about calling it quits, Bob?
up emotions and steatn. And only at arrangement of "Song of India" is
On and on he raced, with all his
Cocoanut Grove this Sat. night ... and what brain mirrors our every
a cent-a-word . . . huh????
I Victor's best selling standard
He started in Stockton.
' action.
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COLLEGE INS
AND OUTS
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DAFFY DILL.

Mu Zeta Rho sorority was hostess
to a group of rushees Monday night
at an informal dinner. For the oc
casion, the dining room of the house
was made to resemble a huge circus
tent, and dinner was served under
the "big top." Serpentine, miniature
animals and balloons were used to
further the theme. Miss Beverly
McGhan was general chairman of
the affair. She was assisted by Alinde
Dohrmann, Frances Aberle, Rita
Folsom, Lucy Hawley, and Frances
Hallmark.
Tuesday the house was hostess at
a blue tea, and blue predominated in
refreshments, decorations, and the
gowns of the hostesses. Genevieve
Moran, the general chairman, was
assisted by Doris Marsh and Mildred
Lagamosino.
At the Russian tea Thursday, Rita
I'olsom was general chairman, and
assisting her were Lucy Hawley, Joan
Westrum, and Frances Hallmark.
Mu Zeta Rho will conclude their
formal rushing Friday night with a
formal dinner. The plans are being
kept secret, but it was announced
that everything will be carried out in
white.
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PLAYING-AT THE PALACE
were David Ray and Nancy Greaves,
K ip Bralye apd Bobby Curts, Mild
red Arata and escort, Bob McCarthy,
Frank Pnrcel, Bill Russell with three
girls (one a piece), and at a tabic
for twenty were Danny Gassbery and
Flo Makower, Chet Meyer and Mild
red Levy, Marshall Peal and Bud
Greenberg and their girls, Tom Dar
dis and his girl, Len Pores and Jackie
Fink, A1 Johnson and Catherine
Lund, Ray Granuct and Peg Corkettc.
AT TOPSY'S closing with
a I acific yell, were L. B. Grossmith
and Fran Hallmark, Charley Dur
ham and Lucy Hawley, Pat Dunlap
and Jan Thompson, Doug Campbell
and Jane Carter, Ralph De Puy and
Jane Turner, Jim Bainbridge and
ejan Voorhies, Bob Lyman and Katherine Garthwaite, Tom Bither and
Peg Wittschen, Wes Inglis and his
girl, and Ed Seville and Buzz Fisher
—stag. BOOMING AROUND IN
GENERAL were George Selig and
Charlotte Parker, La Vonne Richard
son, her escort and their party.
BERKELEY'S
CLAREMONT
found Erwin Farley and Artelle Bax
ter, Trevor Griffiths and line Lane,
and Babbin Gay Peck, Pat Milberry
and whonose?, and Walt Hansen and
Bev Starr, wending their ways
through the masses. MR. AND
MRS EDWARD C. SIMONSEN
spend the weekend with the Simonsen family in Oakland. MR. AND
MRS. AL HARKINS spent the
weekend with the Lovegren family in
Piedmont.
Well another big weekend is check
IDLE CHATTER:
ed off, and we are all more or less
Too bad about Swag breaking his
just getting over our festivities of
fingers—the
team really needs him
the past few days.
. . . Faye's new song is "Have you
Thursday night started the fun
got any new dirt that you want ped
dled, Danny?" Incidentally, Danny's with a Women's Dorm informal
song (and also Zeke Evans') is "It's dance given at the Philamathean Club.
Dancing to the grand music of Del
Faye I'm After" . . . Class of '40
theme song "Whiskers In the Dark" Wescott's newly formed "Sophisti
. . . Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Grossmith cates", we saw Jan Wright and Hal
Kniveton, looking very nice to
(his parents) entertained at a Rhi
omia cocktail party in their beautiful gether. Jan wore a rust crepe dress,
Berkeley home, following the game having a swing skirt, a belt tied in
. . . Fran Hallmark came back to back, and two rhinestone clips ac
C.O.P. with a golden ermine coat— centuating the high waistline. She
Is it a pay-off? EllBee?—Or did wore a clever rust sailor hat and rust
Hal wore
you know she was going steady with shoes with her dress.
Wentz? ... It would take too much brown gaberdine slacks, a brown
space to list who was whose guest plaid coat, that was brand new and
over the weekend, or if your friends had some of the trickiest pockets
aren't listed in the Celebrating list— in it; a brown checkered shirt;
well—ask them where they were— brown shoes; and a yellow and brown
they might remember. Kenny Thorn tie.
Betty Barry and Doug Campbell
ton is a pest of the lowest species.
were another nice looking couple.
TODAY'S ETIQUETTE
Betty wore a blacn taffeta dress with
LESSON
People who live in glass houses— a swing skirt, short sleeves, full at
the top. of course, a turban with a
shouldn't.
veil and black sandals. Doug wore a
dark gray plaid tailored suit, black
shoes, white shirt, and green and
white tie.
Harrie Wooly and Dick Patriquin
were very stunning together. Harrie
Mothers and Patronesses of Omega had on a black velvet dress made on
Phi Alpha headed by Mrs. Carroll the empress lines trimmed with an
Kirkman, president, and Mrs. Carl Irish lace collar. She wore a little
Hokholt, secretary-treasurer, have black hat, black shoes and a very
announced a rummage sale to be held different black velvet bag.
Dick
at 428 E. Market Street on Novem wore a dark suit, black shoes, a white
ber S and 6. Clair Wilbur of the shirt, and a dark blue bow tie.
fraternity is general chairman. The
Another striking couple was Murial
organization is also considering ar Brown and Bob Adamina. Murial
rangements for a card party to be had on a pair of white saddle shoes
given at the house on the campus and rust colored short socks, and she
after the rummage sale is completed. must have had a dress of some kind
on, but no one could raise their eyes
from the SHORT SOCKS to see
what kind of a dress she was wear
ing. Bob looked very handsome to
say the least in a dark suit, while
In the words of Bill Carlisle, shirt and a dark red tie.
I believe that Del Wescott and his
Archania's president, "We must be
come acquainted with our house mo boys should be given credit for look
ther before we can present her to the ing very nice too, they all wore dark
school." For that purpose a welcome trousers, white shirts and white
was held for Miss Patty Pierce after jackets and orange ties, and one
the regular Thursday night meeting of them had through some accident,
this week. Miss Pierce was present had his head shaved, so he wore a
ed officially to the members and wel very becoming???? red wig.
comed whole-heartedly to represent
the house in the many capacities of
Saturday afternoon in Memorial
a house member.
Stadium, gave us another good view

Henry Welton, tenor, accompanied
by John Gilchrist Elliott at the piano,
were the soloists at the second fac
ulty recital, given last Tuesday even
ing.
The program was as follows:
I
Prelude and Fugue in C minor....Bach
In Dulci Jubilo
Bach
All Glory, Laud and Honor... Bach
Mr. Bacon
II
Bist du bei mir
Bach
Die Forelle
Schubert
Allmacht'ger Vater (Reinzi) Wagner
Mr. Welton
III
Carillon
Vierne
Arabesque
Vierne
Aladdin, from "Takes Prom the
Arabian Night",
Stoughton
Occatta—Thou Art the Rock....Mulet
Mr. Bacon
IV
Onaway, Awake, Beloved (.Hia
watha's Wedding Feast)
Coleridge-Taylor
Contrary Mary
Malotte
Dusky Sleepy Song.
Lorene Fox-Shook
The House on a Hill....Ernest Charles
Mr. Welton

STYLE GAZING
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Mu Zeta Rho Has Bacon,WeltonAre
Soloists in Second
Many Rushing
Faculty Recital
Activities
Allan Bacon, organist, and J.
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Archatiia IVdcomes
House Mother

of what the well dressed Pacificites
wear to those special occasions.
Helen Baer looked very much like
the rooting co-ed should in a green
wool dress, with pocket accent on
the blouse, a new sleeve arrangement,
and a brown felt turban, with green
birds holding the veil in place, she
wore brown shoes, and a brown fur
coat with her dress.
Tom Blither looked nice sitting up
there in the stands in a brown sport
suit, brown striped shirt, brown strip
ed tie and brown shoes.
Bessie Fraser was very charming
in a black crepe dress with tiers of
fringe on the bodice and a gold zip
per fastening giving it the only color.
She wore black shoes, a black hat and
carried a black bag with it.
Saturday night found Bobbie Wil
bur celebrating at the Claremont
Hotel in a royal blue taffeta formal.
It had a very full shirt , a high waist
line, and a slit in the back from the
neck to the waistline. She wore a
gorgeous gardenia corsage (you are
a very lucky girl Bobbie, and you
had better hang on to him, if he
sends you flowers like that), and blue
sandals that matched her dress.
Jean Morgan was doing her cele
brating at the Athens Club in Berke
ley Saturday night in a green ostrich
wool dress. The dress has a gored
skirt, long sleeve and a zipper fas
tening from the neck to the waist
line. Jean wore a small brown off
the face hat, brown sandals and car
ried a brown bag. She was with a
boy from Cal. who looked very nice
in a dark suit.
Have you all seen Helen Ingram's
new suit? It is a two-piece suit con
sisting of a green and brown plaid
skirt and a brown velveteen jacket,
the only trimming on the suit is car
ried out in green zippers on the four
pockets on the jacket.
For you fellows over at Archania
we are still waiting to see some of
those much talked about clothes that
you have with you. We really can't
give the slam to all of you because
we did see Phil Martinovich and Karl
Rigor dressed up Thursday night, but
to the rest of you we all promise
not to mob you, thinking you are
movie stars, if you come out in some
of those good clothes Sunday.
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College men have banished blazers and literary stickers, and their ideal
is n o l o n g e r s e n s a t i o n a l i s m b u t s m a r t l o o k i n g suits, slacks, a n d s w e a t e r s
built on casual lines and expressive of their desire for free-and-easiness
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$21,000 for Suits

($35.00 annually per man)

$4,920 for Slacks

($8.20 annually per man)
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Forms New Rules
Pan-Hellenic Council composed of
two representatives of each sorority
on the campus, met last Thursday
evening to formulate the rules gov
erning rushing for this semester.
Alinde Dohrmann, of Mu Zeta Rho,
is president, and Helen Jean Torvend,
of Epsilon, is secretary-treasurer.
Formal rushing continues this week
until eight-thirty o'clock Friday night,
when the silence period begins. Dean
Berg will notify all girls who have
been bid to come to her office between
two and four o'clock on Monday
afternoon. Girls are advised to re
main at the addresses they have given
the College during these hours.
Pledging ceremonies will be held at

the various houses at six o'clock
Monday night. Most of the sororities
will honor their pledges with a for
mal dinner preceding the pledging.
During rushing this week, girls are
reminded that tea hours are "from
three until five o'clock, and dinner
guests should leave the houses by
eight-thirty. Members of the PanHellenic Council are Aline Durst and
Edna Clark of Tau Kappa Kappa,
Helen Jean Torvend -and Marge
Nichols of Epsilon Lambda Sigma,
Alinde Dohrmann and Beverly Mc
Ghan of Mu Zeta Rho, and Ann
Blundell and Shay Barnelt of Alpha
Theta Tau.

Mexican Idea At
SOCIAL
Epsilon Rush
CALENDAR
Dinner
SATURDAY, Oct. 23—
Epsilon Lambda Sigma sorority
was hostess Monday night to a group
of rushees at a Mexican dinner. In
dividual tables covered with bright
red plaid cloths were centered by
;mall cacti plants. Mexican pottery,
jourds, and shawls were used decoratively about the room. An unusual
feature of the evening was the songs
tnd dances provided by eight Mexi
can girls, who were dressed in clothes
of their native country.
Table-setting was in charge of
Slanche Hook, Jean Morgan and
Helen Baer. Lora Lou Childs, Eliza
beth Avery, and Marguerite Etzel.
Entertainment was directed by Pat
Seivers and Helen Jean Torvend.
Tuesday afternoon the house was

opened for an informal tea. ComFathers, Sons of Annual Epsilon
nittees were Blanche Hook, refreshnents; Alice Tilton, music; and Bar
bara Bower, decorations.
Archania Enjoy Barn Dance Will
style prevailed at the for
Informal Banquet Be Held Tonight Reception Honors malSouthern
dinner Wednesday evening, with
decorations and food carried out in
Archania's Father and Son ban
Decorated .with
jack-o-lanterns,
that theme. Madge Hepburn headed
quet was held on Thursday night
straw, and rustic effects, the third Martha Pierce at the committee for table-setting, Kathamid great eloquence of impromptu
floor of Epsilon Lambda Sigma
erine King was in charge of decora
oratory. Students were given a chance
sorority house will be the setting for Alpha Kappa Phi tions, and Helen Arbogast arranged
to see many of their faculty guests the annual Epsilon Barn Dance to be

under fire as all were called upon to
recite upon optional subjects. The
speakers, among whom were such
important campus figures
as Jim
Corson, Ralph Frances, Harold Jacoby, and O. H. Ritter, did them
selves proud, however, and made the
evening an enjoyable one for all con
cerned.
Bill Carlisle, acting as toastmaster
for the evening welcomed the guests
and fathers and expressed the hope
that this annual, function would con
tinue to attract such fine attendance.
The banquet was closed with the
singing of Archania's songs led by
Harmon Ginn.

E. Hill Hostess
To Advisees

given tonight.
Guests attired as
farmers and farmerettes will dance to
the music of Kenny Hepper's orches
tra in the soft light of many candles.
During the dance cider and apple.f
will be served, and afterwards pump
kin pie and coffee will be enjoyed.
Miss Jean Miller has appointed
committees for the affair. These
who will serve on them are Jane
Stuart, Carolyn Rector, Dicky Jac
obs, Helen Baer, and Pat Seavers
decorations; Madge Hepburn, Bar
bara Lee Squires, and Blanche Hook,
refreshments; Kay King, Barbara
Bower and Jean Smith, programs;
and Virginia Sack, Betty Rae Stone,
Doris Sherwood, Alice Tilton, and
Jeanne Du Brutz, clean-up.

Tau Kappa Girls
Ethyl Mae Hill of the Physical See Opening
Education department will be hostess

this afternoon between the hours of
four and six to her freshman advisce.s-at her home on North Commerce
street. Miss Jane Stuart and Miss
Betty Stone will serve.
This is the first of several affairs
of this kind planned for the next few
weeks. Miss Hill is planning to re
ceive her sophomore advisees with
the sophomore advisees of Miss Mar
tha Pierce very soon.

By VESTA PINKERTON
For the next few weeks S. C. A.
Notes are going to be on the differ
ent groups that make up the organ
ization. The first is the Race Rela
tion Group. The following is what
Florence Sato says about it.
"We have been on the campus long
enough to see that there is a wide
representation of students in regard
to race and nationality. Have you
ever stopped to think how fortunate
it is to have an cosmopolitan educa
tional institution such as ours? For
tunate, because through our daily con
tacts we arrive at a realization the
possibility through getting acquainted
with racial individuals. They have
something invaluable to give to us,
and we in turn must have something
to give to them."
There is just such a group mainly
for that purpose in the Student
Christian Association—the Race Re
lations Group. It is here that racial
differences, discriminations and race
prejudices are openly and freely dis
cussed. Noted speakers and discus
sion leaders are obtained for the
group to receive valuable and helpful
informations toward breaking down
racial barriers.
Why all this talk about better race
relations? Simply that we might
COLLEGE PINS
AND TROPHIES

FRIEDBERGER'S
339 East Main Street
. . JEWELERS . .

Mollie Stanford and Aline Durst
from Tau Kappa Kappa were guests
in Sacramento last Friday night for
the opening of the new auditorium
at Sacramento Junior College. While
there they attended the play given in
the new building.
Other girls from the sorority who
spent an interesting week-end were
Kay Meyer, Dorothy Dinublio, Betty
Smith, and Eleanor Shepherd, who
were guests of Myrtle King at her
home in Hayward.

make our college life and education
well-rounded and well-informed. It
is vitally essential to know how the
other half lives! In due time as we
go out into the world it will be es
pecially trying to learn then how to
live with people of other races.
The meetings are held every other
week in the "Y" rooms with Mary
Galton and Florence - Sato as cochairmen. Not only discussion groups
are being held—but occasional din
ners with members of different na
tionalities acting as hosts and inter
esting projects in the community and
on the campus are being planned for
the ensuing fall semester. The group
is planning for the Japanese Sukiyaki
dinner on October 29th and students
who are interested in such a group
are all cordially invited.
Lets make Race Relations a mean
ingful and valuable organization on
the Campus!

In honor of Miss Martha Pierce,
newly appointed housemother of
Archania, a reception and tea will be
held Sunday, October 24, from four
to six in the afternoon. The recep
tion will be held at the fraternity
house with everybody on the campus
cordially invited to attend.
The Mother's Club of Alpha Kap
pa Phi is sponsoring the affair and
taking care of all arrangements. All
the members of the fraternity, active
and otherwise, will be there to pre
sent their housemother and to greet
thq visitors.
Mrs. Frank L. Nash, president of
the Mothers' Club, will be the general
chairman for the reception and tea.
Entertainment will be provided by
the fraternity with the voice of Har
mon Ginn, tenor, and the piano play
ing of Alvin Learned.
The honored guest, Miss Pierce,
will be in the receiving line with Mrs.
Howard White, Mrs. Stephen Blew
ett, Mrs. L. S. Page, Mrs. Bruce
Olmstead, Mrs. Frank Nash, Mr.
Wm. Carlisle, and Mr. Phil Martino
vich.
Table decoration and tea serving
will be in charge of Mrs. Howard C.
White and Mrs. Ray S. Akers.
House decoration will he taken
care of by Mrs. Florence Boyes, Mrs.
R. J.-Charles, Mrs. L. D. Beckwith,
and Mrs. B. C. Learned.
The refreshment committee con
sists of Mrs. E. Poletti, Mrs. Frank
Willson, and Mrs. Earl L. Bartholo
mew.
Mrs. B. S. Crittenden Sr., and Mrs.
Jack Zeigler will pour.
The house is being prepared for
the occasion this week by the mem
bers living at the house. Duties have
been assigned each member and all
will combine to make the event an
auspicious one. The house will be
decorated with blue and gold as the
theme. Flowers will form the bulk
of the decorative material.
Assisting the Mothers' Club in
serving will be Everett Akers, Bill
Scantlebury, Heine Dieckman, Mar
tin Shearer, and Dick Eaton. Phil
Martinovich and Bill Carlisle will
head the fraternity welcoming party.

Mu Zeta Girls To
Attend Game

for the entertainment.

Flowers were used to decorate the
rooms of the house Thursday, carry
ing out the theme of a flower tea.
Blanche Hook was chairman of re
freshments; Virginia Sack, program;
Catherine Lund, decorations.
For the formal dinner Friday night
Epsilon house will be temporarily
transformed into "Club Indigo."
Guests will he seated at individual
tables set around a circle, where a
floor show will be given between
coujses. Committees will be Mar
garet Lefever, table-setting; Jean
Miller, decorations, and Helen Jean
Torvend, entertainment. Mrs. Ethel
Flack is house mother.

Faculty Members
Dine At Goulds
A "Ghost Walk" was the fate of
the new faculty members last evening
at their first meeting, which was a
formal dinner at Gould's. Mr. Arthur
Farey portrayed the ghost who called
upon each new member to tell the
shortest ghost story he knew. Sighs
of awe were heard about the room as
each person told their sinister, wierd
tales of the super-natural.
Mr. Welton, president, gave a wel
coming address to the new members
of the faculty and their wives. Dr.
Tully C. Knoles and Mr. Dwayne
Orton both gave short talks. Miss
Charlotte Spalteholtz, newcomer to
the art department, was in charge
of table decorations. Music was furn
ished by a string trio during the din
ner. Members of the trio are Law
rence Short, violin; Jeanne Wier,
'cello; and Lydia von Berthelsdorf,
piano.
New members of the faculty pres
ent were Miss Opal Berg, Mr. and
Mrs. George Eby, Mr. Robert Fenix,
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Goleman, Mr.
and Mrs. Larson, Miss Eleanor McCann, Miss Josephine Smith, Miss
Charlotte Spalteholtz, Dr. and Mrs,
Allen Waldo, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Welch, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Windmiller, Mr. Robert Wright, Miss Joyce'
Dunkerly, and Mrs. Ellis Harbert.

$5,400 for Sweaters

Rachel Forbes To
Plan Rushing
Alpha Theta Tau's plans for rush
ing this week include formal dinners
Tuesday and Thursday and informal
teas Monday and Friday.
Miss
Rachel Forbes is general chairman of
rushing.

College Nite Held
By Eastern Star

College of Pacific will hold sway
at the annual College Night to be
presented at the Stockton Chaptel of
the Eastern Star next Wednesday
night. The show will go on at 9:30
and is composed entirely of college
talent. The decorations will be done
in the college theme and colors.
Attending from the college faculty
will be President and Mrs. Knoles,
Miss Lorraine Knoles, Dean Orton,
and Dean Opal Berg. Louis Sandine,
in charge of the affair, extends a
cordial invitation to any member of
the faculty or student body, who is
interested in the program, to attend.
'Future of the American Home'
will be the sermon topic

Sunday, October 24

at the
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH
on Pacific Ave. 2 blocks south of
the campus
ARTHUR FOOTE, Minister

RITZ

TH EATRE
Saturday, Oct 23rd

"Madam X"
With
GLADYS GEORGE
WARREN WILLIAM

John Beal and Reginald Owen

'Range
Defenders'
With THE THREE MESQUITEERS

ATTENTION

ART MAJORS

THE WONDER INC.
340 E. Main Street—Stockton—Phone 3037

T>0 you want a
Van Gogh's Painting

MINIATURESDecorate your own for What-Not
Shelves. Twenty pieces of artistic white
metal figures, oil paints,
(T/>
bruches. POSTPAID . .
Jp2

Williams Kast Art Co.
Phone 3195

on your compact...
Each corn-pact has for its cover
a different reproduction of a
masterpiece done by the
famous artist

P. 0. Box 1253

Chas. Haas S Sons

Squeaky Eakes will have a complete line of Portables
in the Ad. building—Friday, October 22.

IJ NAUGHTY

NAUGHTY

Sierra Theatre

—but very pretty, when the
hosiery are "Kay-Twist Mir-

($9.00 annually per man)

THE MODERN COLLEGE MAN IS THOROUGHLY CONSCIOUS OF
VALUES. HE WANTS TO SEE WHAT YOU HAVE TO SELL WHEN
YOU ADVERTISE IN THE WEEKLY

Football Game,
Reno.
Rehearsal,
Auditorium.
SUNDAY, Oct. 24—
Rushing Ends.
Archiana Reception,
House, 4:00-6:00.
MONDAY, Oct. 25—
Rehearsal,
Auditorium.
TUESDAY, Oct. 26—
Chorus,
Auditorium, 7:00
Faculty Recital
Auditorium, 8:15.
WEDNESDAY, Oct. 27—
S. C. A. Meeting,
"Y" Rooms.
Dress Rhearsal,
Auditorium.
THURSDAY, Oct. 28—
Student Dance
Gym, 7:00-8:00.
Bonfire Rally
7:00.
Play
Little Theatre, 8:30.
FRIDAY, Oct. 29—
Play
Little Theatre, 8:30.
S. C. A. Dinner
"Y" Rooms, 6:15.
Tea Dance
Manor Hall, 4:00-6:00.

ALSO

Misses Alinde Dohrmann, Beverly spend this weekend at Miss DohrMcGhan, Genevieve Moran, and mann's summer home at Phillips Sta
Doris Marsh from Mu Zeta Rho, will tion. They will leave Friday night
and intend going to the Pacific-Nevada game the next day at Reno.

Positively No Intrest or Carrying Gharges
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Pan Hellenic Meeting

TYPEWRITERS

COLLEGE OF PACIFIC
MEN SPEND
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JOE COLLEGE IS DEAD

PATRONESS

Royal

Remington

Corono

Noiseless

Underwood
Rentals—3 Months for $5.00
Repairs at Low Costs
Campus Agent for Stockton Typewriter Co.

"VOGUES
OF 1938"
Warner Baxter
and
Joan Bennett

O-Kleers." Dull and sheer,
Kay-Twists wear longer, and
look lovelier, because of their
two-thread high twist. They
come in many delightful new

79c

to

1.15

shades for Fall.

wiser—buy KayseA
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"Wonder Boys

BOPPO! BENNY
BUMPS BOTTARI

Martinovich Leads Brilliant Bengal
Laying Bare The
Hard, Cold Facts
Niie fight, boys, "ize fight.
That,
in the stock words of the back-slappers, represents the concensus of
fine dc
opinion regarding Pacific
tensive showing a. Berkeley. Beyond
all doubt, the Bengals proved that
tliey were not a jayscc ball club—dc
fcnsively. Holding the Bear rep.lars to three scores, one decided
earned, is a feat that will not be d"P"
Heated often this season, and all the
credit in the world is due the fight
ing Tigers . . . BU 1 .

Varsity Gridmen
Set For Wolves
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Tine, Team Out To Trap Nevada Howlers
On Own Doorstep At Reno Tomorrow

•wim.

Defense, Holding Bears To 20-0.

p

Intent upon reta.ning

,

• n of the Far Western title won last year,
°
pack of Nevada a. Reno R

While it's a cinch that none of you
^

this co]um"? "T
«oU. still « Jdn' £> »

playing

By DANNY GASSBERG
Outmanned but not outfought ^

glorious 20-0 defeat
f WrMast week,*27-07 and are aim-1 Season's record now stands
STo
Benttab .. conG
W
C
T
Tot

spectators watched the S"
j
Bengals showed defensive
ference champs. »•'*t!^™S6el5
y™ the old average is coming
toughest battle of the season to-date.
advantage of pffiymg o
^
I
^
s schedule P™m'ses
power and stamina that nootherop-*
in the ranfied
Rene>ai,
I t
^ ?42 figure.
Look at
ponent of the much-heralded Bears St. Marys Gaels
bad presented. They were a dashing
tearing, roaring group of men, who
Stockton last year.
intercollegiate god, foot
thg fick]e
battled the supposed "wonder team Tackle Idaho
MORAGA, CALIF.,—OC1. 21.
RFNGALINE READY
ball, this Saturday.
tooth and nail.
Preparing for the clash with 1 ac.fic
Desoite the advantage conceded
M I S S O U R I -NEBRASKA
— For
NO JAYSEES HERE
WHERE WAS THAT
at Stockton next Saturday, Slip
XT a Ha on comparative scores, the , cbampionship of the big six. Hold
For
three
quarters,
Stagg's
StagX'or
, (.•
Madigan's Gaels hook up with the
OFFENSE?
have plenty of confidence V'
kiddies, we're jump.n
breath
Now to be sure, nobody is going gerers, led by "Iron Mike Martin University of Idaho Vandals
in^heir ability to tuck this one away
Zebrasff the pier with .Missouri.
ovich,
who
turned
in
one
ot
his
great
to gain very much yardage through
Kezar Stadium tomorrow.
?„tigh.l« Oi ,.,e ledger. « „ played itself on. .gams.
est
games,
held
the
Bottar.s,
the
that Golden Bear line this season
St. Mary's is favored to take the
support to this contention is the Ben 5Qta (we think).
Chapmans, the Meeks, the Herwigs,
However, Pacific made only one firs
stubborn Idahoans, who hold an
1
gals' brick-wall defense which held
I he
NqTRe DAME - NAVY —
he fi s
down in the entire game, and that et at, to a puny 13 points.
early season upset victory over
California's powerful attack to three
tins week
six of these came midway in the first
are really fighting
late in the fourth quarter after
Oregon State. St. Mary's, improving
touchdowns last Saturday.
the
aft£]. that upset by Carnegie, bu
fast pass. The Bengals used the period, when Fred Anderson, soph with every start, defeated Loyola,
Sure that his line can stop any- Navy wi]1 be in there pitching plenty
Michigan system of punt, pass and fullback, culminated a Bottan-spark13-7 last week.
thing that the Wolves will offer on tf)0
prayer as the Wolverines never used ed drive by going over left guard for
Notre Dame by a point-certhe
score.
The
kick
was
low.
it in their palmiest days. 1 hey gain
digits on a straight buck over center
the ground, Stagg concentrated M' tainiy not much more,
The second quarter was leatured Wheeler made it 20-0 on the place
approximately 20. count them
0d
this week on polishing up the Pacific
qHiq STATE - NORTHWESTvards from scrimmage in 17 attempts by the Bengals' determined stand. mcnt.
offense, adding a few new running
—Another headache (which one
, ,
That's getting no place in a heluva Every time Cal. appeared to be going
Offensively, Pacific was a duo
and passing plays to the Tiger rep-I { thege ;sn-t?) but it's Ohio for us.
-carrier, being stopped by Ben Alexander
places, the whole Tiger team would against the mighty Allison for
big hurry.
•
ertoire.
„
The Buckeyes are rested and the
This is tne
;r of last Saturday's game.
gang
up
on
those
stars
and
stop
em
wards,
the
lone
first
down
coming
ALL RIGHT, NOW
Loss of Clem Swagerty, stellar I game }s at Columbus. Northwestern
late in the fourth quarter as the re
cold.
ASK US "WHY?"
wingman,
defeat.
wingman, who fractured his little|tagtes ;ts first
Photo by Compton, WEEKLY Photographer
play in which Alexander was injured.
Once the Bears got a real break sult of a Bralye-to-Hedges pass, the
Okay, first
ot all, the Bengal
finger in the Cal. game, will probably
YALE-CORNELL — Cornell skidwhen George fumbled a punt. It was Tigers got no closer than the Cal.
backs do not know bow to block
result in either Tom Rippey or Jerry ed terrifically last week and will be
secondly, the quarter-backing lias recovered by Pacific, but the officials thirty-yard line.
Keithley starting at left end, wit i out to get back on top of the Eastern
left something to be desired, name ruled that A1 had kicked it, and un "CHIPS" OF GRANITE
|
the amazing A1 Hedges holding down heap.
They would against almost
der the new rules it became Gals
Defensively, Pacific was the best
ly, a quarter-back.
any team except Yale. The men of
the right flank.
Taking them up in the order out- ball on the C. O. P. 24. Pacific took team California has faced, which in
Other line spots will go to the Cal. Eli are too hot. Yale wins, 20-13.
lined the reason that the backs don't jVer the hall on the 17 four plays cludes some good ones. It was a
starters: O'Hare, Avery, Tulloch,
FORDHAM-T. C. U— A big interblock effectively is because they have later.
decided step-up for the Bengals, over
Silva and Koehler, with the possi sectional battle with Fordham's power
not received enough chance to prove
Another time, the Blue and Gold the Chico and U. S. C. contests.
bility of Tackle Irvin Grubbs horn too much for Texas Christian's pass
that they can. In short, back field and 'wonder boys" marched some forty- Their pass defense was improved,
ing in on Avery.
ing. The Rams, 14-7.
open-field blocking has not been suf odd yards down the field, only to he constantly extinguishing potential Cal
PITT-WISCONSIN—The Badg
ficiently stressed in practice sessions. staved off by A1 George's pass inter scores. Their line was a first cousin
SOPER KICKS THROUGH
So little attention lias been paid to ception.
ers are back in the big time, make
to Fordham's "seven blocks of gran
(With RALPH TREMBLE Y as go-between)
Discovery of a long range punter no mistake about that, but not quite
it that Tiger signal callers are timid
However, with the iiger men ite".
in A1 Soper will result in the sopho in Pitt's class yet. The Panthers re
about calling any thing but pass plays breathing hard and the Bears champ
CLEM (SWAG-BAG) | NO. 12-JACK (JULLY BAG)
With Captain Martinovich playing
more flash's
taking over the burden
TULLOCH
They have come to rely upon pass ing at the hit, California did muster his heart out backing up the line and NO. 11 —
main undefeated. Score: 13-6.
J
Close Battle Prospect
SWAGERTY
of the work at wingback tomorrow,
Last spring the bjg problem of our
ing almost exclusively, because it is up enough offensive drive to score making 50 percent of the tackles, the
BAYLOR-TEXAS A. & M — Our
Clem
Swagerty
may
be
easily
although
Ben
Alexander
has
appar
team was to replace the guards lost
the only phase of offense on which again in the first
For Tomorrow Night
half.
Bottari s Francis-coached forwards were firedsuper-special upset for the week
ently recovered from the light cereb- (next to Missouri Nabraska) : Baylor
the team has had repeated drill
forward to Schwartz set up the up to the "fightinest" pitch of the identified this week as the man with by graduation. In fact, the guaid
Coming
up
to
what
will
probably
be
m. the
real
Perhaps fear of injury has been touchdown and Vic ploughed over season. Clem Swagerty, at end, turn the iron claw. However, the story situation was adding gray hairs to
real concussion
concussion he
he sustained
sustainea in
. 7; I c\um,is the highly-touted Aggies.
is more the head of many a Picific rooter their hardest game since the San Cal. fracas. It s a toss-up as to whic
the reason for not giving the backs, his left tackle to score from the ed in a fine charging game, despite behind the broken fingers
„ CAROLINA-TUL
r AROT.INA - TULANE
NORTH
Mateo encounter, Corson's Kittens
and the rest of the squad for that two-yard line. Chapman's educated breaking a couple of fingers early in important when it is known that until this man Tulloch came along.
of these two will start against the
The big battle in Dixie this Saturday
wind up two weeks of uninterrupted
Clem
played
another
bang
up
game
matter, the blocking practice that any toe made the half-time score 13-0.
Wolves, but at the other three backNow the guard situation is well in
the first
quarter. Other standouts
against the so-called "wonder team hand and Tulloch is rapidly establish practice today with their minds on field posts, A1 George, Mike Martino is a dinger. For no good reason,
team must have to make an offense ALFONSO RAMBLES
for the Orange and Black were Fire
the Fresno State Frosh tilt tomor
North Carolina.
In the third quarter, Pacific stop fly O'Hare and Grubbs at tackles, of California.
vich and Joe Siegfried are "set".
ing himself as Gordy Johnsons suc
CAL.-U. S. C.—Westward, ho!
row night in Baxter Stadium.
Last year, in the Cal game Swag cessor at running guard.
ped Cal cold and actually threatened Tulloch at guard, Koehler, Soper and
Coaches Stagg and Francis left Perhaps the best game of the year on
Coming
through
the
long
mid-sea
briefly on offense, when A1 George, George in the secondary line of de- erty made his first C. O. P. varsity
Jack came to Pacific from Stock
with a squad of more than thirty men the coast comes up at Berkeley to
appearance subbing for the Rajah, ton High, although his home town son practice session, due to an open
the mighty mite, grabbed a Bear
last night, only major stay-at-homers morrow. Although they didn t show
fense.
date
last
week,
the
Babes
find
them
Baer.
In
about
two
plays
the
Rajah
punt somewhere in his twenties and
is Oakdale. His football past con
A1 Soper's kicking was a big fac
being Swagerty and Milt Greenblatt,
rambled thirty yards through the tor in keeping the Bears at bay. The was beginning to fear for his posi sists of two years on lightweight selves in dire circumstances. Three burly guard who broke a bone in his it against C. O. P., the Bears have
too much all-around power for the
California horde, almost going bye sophomore wingback delivered in the tion as the hard-charging, tense-play squads, one year "Stockton High var of their backfield men are warming
! left "hand in Tuesday's scrimmage.
Trojans. It'll be one torrid free-foring sophomore end was tearing down sity guard, and one year on the local the bench because of injuries, and unpinch and matched the boots of Sam
all but Cal. will win by a touchdown.
rVoM-, C
nrcnti uncovers
nnrnvftrs a "fund
"fiind" WOLVES HOWLING
less Coach
Corson
^After the scoreless third frame Chapman, one of the best punters on plays from all parts of the field. This frosh team. He came out this year 1-,..STANFORD-WASHINGTON -s
year he started playing a sensational without the advantage of spring prac in Saturday night's tussle the Cubs
Stub Allison removed his baffled first
Coach Doug Dashiell of Nevada
the Coast.
A scorcher which Washington takes
string and substituted fresh men who
tice and before things were settled will be hard hit. The line, on the will greet the Seeyopeers with an of
by one point. The Indians have no
showed considerably more drive and
he had rooted his way into a first contrary, shapes up as a stonewall. fense built around a quartette of
place-kicker. Final score: Washing
spirit
With Solinsky and Hubert
With Myers, Folendorf, Haycock,
backs, well-versed in the Warner
string spot.
A NEW SERVICE
leading the attack, the "lesser won
The barrel-chested Tulloch has Piccardo, Fine, Pappas and Ivy do style of play, and a pair of rangy ton 7, Stanford 6.
ders" marched 61 yards in 15 plays
And up Reno Way, the Bengals
FOR MEN
everything that goes to make up a ing duty, the Bengal goal line should pass-catching ends, Tex McKinnon
for six points. Solinsky tallied the
of
Pacific will tame the Wolves of
be
well
protected.
real guarij. He ranks close behind
and Sam Basta. Doing most of the
the three backfield sprinters, Kientz, , KEY MEN INJURED
throwing on the forward eftd of the Nevada, 13-7.
Cooper, and Soper, as the fastest men
Those injured are McElroy, Hal- Sagebrushers' intricate forward- lat
click. To quote t oacli Stagg him
AT THE
on the team and packs fifteen
or bert, and Foss. McElroy has a crack eral passing attack will be Johnny
self, "a passing attack will not func
twenty pounds more than any of ed rib to worry about while Halbert, Robb and Noel Bennett.
Other Bonnifield Bis
"COLLEGE
tion unless accompanied by a good
Tigerlet leading scorer, has a back threats to the sanctity of the C. O. P.
them.
running
game."
Yes,
and
a
good
BOOKSTORE"
SPEEDY ALL OVER
ailment, and Foss is nursing two goal-line are Grubbs, 195 lb. running B e n g a l B a f f l e r
running game will NEVER function
Playing along side of Silva his crippled knees. With this trio on the half, and Pat Eaton, place-kicking
unless accompanied by some crisp,
Enigma of the Pacific football
presence makes an invulnerable wall sidelines, the Cub offense will lack fullback, whose talented toe beat
concise blocking. If the fear of in
squad is Fred Bonnifield, 210 lb. full
in the center of our line.
punch unless a new discovery comes Wyoming 9-7.
jury is so great, why not some dum
back from Ukiah, who has every
When Jack is not piling up inter to light. However there is a pos
my work, and plenty of it?
On the forward wall, the Wolves
physical attribute of a gridiron great,
ference
three
men
high
or
rooting
sibility
that
Halbert
may
be
ready
for
The Tigers shouldn't lose to Ne
loom large but inexperienced aside
yet, somehow, is always just a step
some bulky opponent out of the next tomorrow's game.
vada this week, but if they do, it'll
from the ends. The starting Nevada
two plays, he is usually seen zooming
probably be due to sloppy blocking
On the other side of the swineskin line will bulk close to 200 pounds per away. A series of injuries has kept
We now have
the big sorrel-top sidelined from time
about town on his motorcycle . Occa tomorrow, the Tibabes will find one
you can mark that down in your
to time this season, but he has, Upot
sionally he becomes diligent about of the strongest Fresno Frosh teams man.
old grey fedora.
a Stock of
In between the victorious Wyoming occasions, flashed some real block
his future and settles down to some to come up in years. Last week the
ITEM No. 2: Alleged quarterwork on his business major. Al Bull-pups played their first game and and Chico games, the Dashiell-men ing and ball-carrying.
backing. We wonder why the boys
Collegiate
though he bears the reputation of be soundly trounced Visalia J. C., 45-7. ran into a 42-0 setback at the hands
are calling him "Me-Back" Siegfried,
of St. Mary's, but you can throw that
ing somewhat a playboy off the field
and why he calls his own signal so
Wearing Apparel
The downstate yearlings boast a
one out. The Wolves will be a tough
Tulloch means plenty of business in
persistently. However, that is be
strong attack, led by Fullback Bob
the game. Even the big boys such
club to beat tomorrow afternoon.
side the point. Where the real fault
Jett and a couple of speedy halfbacks,
as Radovich of S. C., Pressley of
lies is in the ultra-conservatism of
Rouch and Lanyon. While untested
San Jose and Stockton of California
Jackets •
the signal-calling. A team that never
thus far, the Bull-pup line looks for
takes chances or tries to make a few
will testify to that.
Sweaters •
Watch his work going down-field midable, and the Kjeldsen-coached
breaks for itself, is not going to get
forward wall should receive a good
any breaks. Football is strictly an
under punts.
workout.
Ties •
opportunist's game, and he who at
No Corson-tutored Cub team has
tempts to play it according to strict
ever
lost to Fresno. Last year,
Cords •
pattern is sca-rewy . . . and that's not
"Iron Mike" Meets
the score was 7-0, on Fresno's own
Ling Po, either.
sod This year? . . . The time is
So that's the problem facing Pacific
A Lady "Bug"
8 P. M. tomorrow; the place is
as the Varsity gridders approach the
The gun went off, signalling the Baxter Stadium; the teams, Fresno
half-way mark in the season; inade
end of the game, and a tired Pacific Frosh vs. Pacific Frosh. There'll
quate blocking and inadequate signalteam dragged itself off the field of a hot time!
calling.
We
have
suggested
a
solu
Come in and
Berkeley's magnificent Memorial Sta
tion for the first;
and as for the
dium. No one's heels were dragging
second, any change that would bring
Tennis, Ping Pong
see them.
more than those of Number 33, "Iron
a real team man to the helm would
Mike"
Martinovich,
who
had
played
help the team. Perhaps that change
Next On Sked
They're smart
is forthcoming in the man who is at CLEM SWAGERTY, junior end, is one of the hardest driving the game of his life, almost singlePacific Intramural athletics for the
present guiding the Bengals on the players on the Varsity. Because of a finger injury he will not handedly stopping the mighty Golden
and priced
season 1937-38 got off to a bouncing
Bears of California.
see action against Nevada.
field. We hope so.
Mike pushed his weary way, along
start Wednesday, October 20, when
right.
crashing game in the San Jose en with the file of the Pacific men, down
the interclass basket ball tournament
counter and last week at Berkeley the tunnel under the stands to the
By BETTY RAE STONE
opened with two fast games.
he turned in another top notch game,
locker room and a comforting hot
The first saw the Sophomores, led
That
gigantic
Weenie
Roast
is
com
while playing with two badly injured
shower. As he was about to enter ing up next week, so be sure to get by Russ Aitken, romping to an easy
fingers, which will keep him out of
the door boldly captioned "Visitors in on the ground floor. Sign up, now, victory over the Frosh, 31-16. The
and—
the Nevada encounter.
Dressing Room," a dignified little old
Student Supplies
Clem "Bag" Swagerty is a San lady with glasses, about 55 years while the signing is good. First come, Juniors, paced by Cornie Nelson and
first served . . . and the helpings will Ripon. upset the Seniors in a hot
Sporty-Looking—Warm and Serviceable!
of all kinds
Jose product. There he starred for young, stepped up with beaming face
be generous. Let's all get behind this scrap, 36-29.
two years as a varsity end, being and accosted the tired warrior.
for you"
thing, gals, and make it a big sue
1 he basket ball tourney is a double
named on the All-Peninsula League
"Number 33, she said, enthusias cess. Hot dawg!
When
round robin, with each team meeting
team the last year.
tically, "number 33, let me shake your
asked about Can't Bust 'Em
each of the others twice. The win
JOSE, WHATAMAN!
hand. You sure got guts!"
CAMPUS CORDS, Stroke
Hockey players, if any, are advised ning team will be awarded 300 points,
"The Bag" is somewhat of a dyna
(P. S.—He shook her hand.)
Orr said; "They're snappy
to
join
the
Thursday
afternoon
mo of energy, both on the field and
while the other teams will receive
and in good form, they can
off. When in a game, he plays at coach with such reckless abandon "swing session" for some real, old, points on the basis of the number
SHde
hold their own against all
full speed, only stopping long enough that few are hardy enough constitu honest-to-goodness shinny. Believe i of games won, in proportion to the
fastener
to collapse during the time outs; tion to ride with him. He is a or not, it's really a lot of fun chas number won by the winning team.
comers. They're at least two
Fronts
around the campus he applies his physical ed major and will graduate ing that little hall all over the field
boat-lengths ahead of all
The team managers are: Seniors,
Helps keep the waist-line in trim, as
energy to driving his little Whippet in about two years.
other trousers for wear. And
Mick Parsons; Juniors, Frank Mc
well as the shins. Try it some time.
Donnell ; Sophs, Bud Doyle; Frosh,
they take to soap and water
Popular because they're poe
Bud Bishop.
like a racing shell and finish

si

Th "" ,he

BengalBabes
•1
vs
Fresno
BENGALITES
Frosh

Introducin

Announcing

'SWAG" SNAGS

Cagers Open
Intramural
Activity

CREW MAN
"PUTS IN HIS OAR"

AN ALL AMERICAN VALUE!

WOOL JACKETS

qr he

College

Bookstore
"on the campus
for pou"

4-98

tical! Handsome Cossack rtyte
jackets in bright plaids—dur
ably made lor plenty of wear!
Cut hill lor comfort. Action
backs, moff pockets! Values!

J C PENNEY CO.

Tennis Players
Bring Your Racquets
to the

Racquet Shop
Owned by a Student
IN THE BOOKSTORE

Sports
Equipment
TILL
2 A. M.

•

LAMBERT'S
201 E. WEBER

Phone 2962W

"Happy Hedda"
Tickets Going
Ticket sales for Happy Hedda, the
darling of the Pacific campus, are go
ing well and members of the Phi Mu
Alpha, National Music Fraternity,
sponsors of the affair expect that
nearly every member of the student
body will be a ticket holder by the
time of the raffle which is to be held
between halves of the homecoming
game, October 30.

Next week's interclass cage sched
ule :

clean."

Monday, Oct. 25—Frosh vs. Juniors,
CAMTWEfl
Seniors vs. Sophs.
IPUS CORD*
« imiviMmr-mniD rnouaaat
Tuesday, Oct. 26—Juniors vs. Sophs,
Seniors vs. Frosh.
• Look for this Gold Label
at your clothiers.
Wednesday, Oct. 27— Juniors
Frosh, Seniors vs. Sophs.
1
Thursday, Oct. 28—Sophs vs. Frosh, Doug. CAMPBELL-Ed. KOEHLl"
Campus Representatives
Juniors vs. Seniors.
Tennis play is scheduled to begi
Monday, November 1, and the pingpong and volleyball tournaments will 333 East Main
Phone 1^
commence shortly afterwards.

The WARDROBf

